
SilenPlus Pumps 

Quick start instructions - One-button operation 
Not only is the ESPA SilenPlus pump the most energy efficient pool pump available today, it is also 
designed to be the easiest to use. You can operate the pump with one finger. For basic operation, all 
functions are pre-set at the factory. All you need to do is turn it on to Manual and select one of 3 pre-
set functions. 

Set to Manual mode ……. Chose Function……. Your done! 

1. Manual/Auto button 
This will always be set to manual 
unless you are using the optional 
Evopool controller. The top led will be 
solid red in manual mode. Flashing red 
shows a fault in the system when using 
Auto mode. 
 

2. Function/Stop button 
This button lets you toggle between 
stop and the 3 basic settings.  

Functions 

FILTRATION plus: 

FILTRATION plus creates not only the most energy efficiency, 
but also the most optimised filtration. The pump runs a pre-set 
program that shifts to high speed for a short time at regular 
intervals, then runs at lower speed for long derations to increase 
efficiency. This maximizes water circulation, filter efficiency, 
and energy savings. You will see cleaner water with a minimum 
of 80% electricity savings over standard single speed pumps. 
 
BACKWASH plus:  

The BACKWASH plus system, thanks to a specially developed 
cycle, increases efficiency while shortening cleaning time for sand 
and DE filters, drastically reducing the amount of water used for 
efficient cleaning. The result is a reduction of backwash time and 
improved filter-cleaning efficiency. This results in a minimum of 
25% water savings over standard pumps. 
 
FIXED SPEED:  
The FIXED SPEED setting (both lights on) runs the pump at fixed                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
full speed. 
 
That’s it!   Set the pump in Manual and use the Function/Stop 
button to change functions. 
Most often, you want to run in FILTRATION plus. Set it and forget 
it! The easiest one-button operation, and the most effective and 
efficient variable speed pump you can own. 


